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 Research on the Hill
Jeffrey Boatright travelled to
 Washington, DC to discuss funding
 and research community needs
 with legislators. STORY

2011 Southeastern Ocular
 Oncology Pathology
 Seminar
New seminar provided a forum for
 colleagues to share knowledge on
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Former Eye Center residents Paul Pruett ('00-04 M; '05-08 res; '08-09 glaucoma
 fellow), on left, and Terry Kim ('93-96 res.), on right, join Geoff Broocker at a past
 Residents and Fellows dinner.

 

If you trained at the Emory Eye Center in 1988 or after,

Your residency education
 has his name on it
Sustained and superlative teaching of our residents—a hallmark of the Emory
 Eye Center’s international reputation—calls for ongoing honor to the man who
 set ophthalmology training’s gold standard. And today’s financial climate
 calls for new ways to support the residents who will reflect that standard in
 the profession. The Geoff Broocker Fund answers both needs.  STORY
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 ocular oncology and pathology.
 STORY

Expanded services at
 Perimeter Clinic

 

Retina services are now offered for
 patients on Atlanta's north metro
 area.   STORY

 

 grants administrator, Fran Davis,
 who joined EEC in June. STORY

RPB funds awarded for
 continued research
A one-year departmental grant for
 $100,000 from Research to Prevent
 Blindness (RPB) will help support
 research into the causes, treatment
 and prevention of blinding
 diseases. STORY
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NEWS

Jacob Pe're, Jeffrey Boatright with Michaeleen Crowell, legislative director for Georgia
 Congressman John Lewis

Advocacy for vision research
In October, Emory Eye Center researcher Jeffrey Boatright, incoming president
 of ARVO, traveled to Capitol Hill to advocate for vision research. He visited the
 office of Georgia Congressman John Lewis (of Civil Rights fame) and
 Michaeleen Crowell, the legislative director for the Congressman, who has
 been a real supporter of vision research and of Emory.

Along with Jacob Pe’re, chairman of the Department of Ophthalmology,
 Hadassah University Hospital, Jerusalem, Boatright advocated for increased
 funding for the National Eye Institute (NEI) of the National Institutes of Health
 (NIH). While on the Hill, they were able to provide some insight into the needs
 of the research community here at Emory and internationally because Pe'er
 and EEC’s Hans Grossniklaus are starting a collaboration between EEC
 and Hadassah.
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COVER STORY

 Former Eye Center residents Paul Pruett ('00-04 M; '05-08 res ;'08-09 glaucoma
 fellow), on left, and Terry Kim ('93-96 res.), on right, join Geoff Broocker 
 at a past Residents and Fellows dinner.

 

If you trained at the Emory Eye Center in 1988 or after,

Your residency education
 has his name on it
By Ginger Pyron

And now his name is on something else with far-reaching potential: The Geoff
 Broocker Fund for Residency Education.

During our Emory alumni reception at last month’s AAO meeting in Chicago,
 we made the official announcement. The fund exists, Broocker has heard the
 news, and there’s a start-up total of $200,000 in the bank, awaiting
 additional gifts to help the principal spin off substantial interest.

Sustained and superlative teaching of our residents—a hallmark of the Emory
 Eye Center’s international reputation—calls for ongoing honor to the man who
 set ophthalmology training’s gold standard. And today’s financial climate
 calls for new ways to support the residents who will reflect that standard in
 the profession. The Geoff Broocker Fund answers both needs.

 Remember your training at Grady
 Hospital? With his outrageous jokes,
 Broocker made you laugh, made you
 groan and roll your eyes, probably made
 you grind your teeth. Question by
 question, though, he also made you
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Geoff Broocker is
 brilliant, and he knows
 everything about
 ophthalmology. No one
 has seen as much as he
 has. And no matter
 what mistake you
 confess, Geoff is never
 shocked. He never says,
 “You did that?” He just
 listens, thinks about it,
 and tells you something
 that will help. 
 – Maria Aaron (res.
 ’96-99)

 learn: not only about diagnosis and
 procedures and equipment, but about
 paying attention, listening, making
 decisions, examining ethics. "Do we
 really need to be doing this
 procedure? Is this the right thing for
 the patient? Down the road, are there
 possible consequences that we might
 not be thinking about?”  

 In the operating room, he was likely to
 toss out trivia questions on music as
 well: “Which Motown group recorded
 this song? What year?”   Whether you
 knew the answer or not, you relaxed.

If you’re like most Broocker residents, the
 tough questions of this demanding
 mentor still come to mind now, years
 later, as you go about your daily work.
 Broocker’s standards of medical
 excellence have become yours—which is
 exactly the result he intended.

“As one of the first full-time residency
 educators, Geoff Broocker created the
 model for what is done elsewhere today,”
 says Brian Sippy (res. ’97-00;
 pathology fellow ’00-01; retina fellow
 ’01-03). “He has made a huge impact on
 ophthalmology.”

 Sunil Srivastava (res. ’99-02) adds, “Geoff Broocker is the main reason why
 this residency at Emory is considered one of the best in the country.”

Broocker’s 22 years of teaching Emory residents—in a style that’s the stuff of
 both legend and legacy—offer reason enough to establish a fund in his name.
 Today, though, there’s also another compelling motivator: Our residents need
 more financial help.

 Remember struggling to make ends meet? During your residency, the
 expenses may have seemed unending. You had to buy your books. Pay annual
 OKAP fees. Purchase the technological tools you needed. Fund your travel to
 academic conferences. Although the eye residency program has never been
 flush with money, Emory always tried to help as much as it could. In your day,
 some help probably came from industry funding, a form of assistance no
 longer allowed. More recently the decrease in funds from CMS has created a
 heavy burden on training programs. Now teaching facilities, instead of being
 able to train their residents slowly and thoroughly, allowing time to practice
 procedures, to master equipment, to make mistakes and learn from them, are
 being asked to serve the bottom line. More and more, supplementary funds
 for residency education are becoming not only important, but essential.

 The Geoff Broocker Fund benefits us all. Thanks
 in part to the work of Broocker, the Emory Eye
 Center takes its place again this year as one of the
 top ophthalmology centers in the country,
 according to rankings in U.S. News & World
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 Report and Ophthalmology Times. From the
 reputation that Broocker and his expertly trained
 residents have built over decades, our residency
 education bears an acknowledged stamp of

 excellence. Keeping the Eye Center’s sterling reputation for training requires
 successive classes of accomplished residents. Toward that end, we need to
 provide long-term, solid financial footing for our residency program.

 Geoff Broocker has always given 100 percent. Let’s give back in kind. We’re
 hoping to grow the Geoff Broocker Fund for Residency Education through
 pledges from every ophthalmologist whose career has been shaped by this
 one-of-a-kind mentor and his invaluable training.

Already, almost 100 percent of our
 current faculty members who trained
 under Broocker have pledged to support
 the new fund. Beyond our faculty, two
 Broocker residents—Brian Sippy and
 Sunil Srivastava—and Leiv Takle (res.
 ’71-74) have stepped up to provide
 early leadership in giving.

In many ways Geoff Broocker is larger
 than life, over the top. His brilliance, his
 intensity, his ethic, his deep care for
 residents and patients alike, make
 Broocker a big man. A man of integrity; a
 man of stamina. We’re lucky to have
 such a teacher—because we’ve all been standing on his shoulders for years.

 We hope to raise at least $500,000 in this exciting effort. If we are wildly
 successful and raise $1 million, the fund can become an endowed
 professorship named for Geoff. You’ll be hearing from us soon. In the
 meantime, if questions arise, check in with David Woolf: 404-778-4121 /
 dwoolf@emory.edu.
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Related Eye Disease Study).

May 2, 2013 | (ATLANTA) Emory Eye Center Celebrates Healthy
 Vision Month in May: Make your eyes a priority and schedule an
 eye exam: Emory Eye Center joins the National Eye Institute
 (NEI) in calling upon Americans to make their vision a priority by
 taking the necessary steps to protect their vision, prevent vision
 loss, and make the most of the vision they may have remaining.

View all news releases »

Making Headlines
Jun 05, 2013 | "Medscape Today News: Implant Improves Vision
 in Macular Degeneration" By Linda Roach. At the recent
 American Society of Cataract and Refractive Surgery 2013
 Symposium, a report on the effectiveness of the implantable
 miniature telescope was presented. In this article Susan Primo
 was interviewed on her expertise in determining good candidates
 for the implant.

May 29, 2013 | Real Simple | "7 Ways to protect your vision."
 Spinach, kale, collard greens, and other deep-colored vegetables
 contain lutein and zeaxanthin, two carotenoids that "have been
 associated with reducing the risk of developing cataracts and
 macular degeneration," says Emily Bedrick Graubart, an
 assistant professor of ophthalmology at the Emory Eye Center
 and the Emory University School of Medicine, in Atlanta.

May 20, 2013 | WSB TV People to People video | Retinoblastoma
 Day Picnic

May 24, 2103 | Ivanhoe News | "Macular Degeneration:
 Implantable Telescope Improves Vision-In-Depth Doctor's
 Interview."

May 24, 2103 | Ivanhoe News | "Macular Degeneration: 
 Implantable Telescope Improves Vision." Macular degeneration is
 the leading cause of severe vision loss in Americans 60 and
 older. Once it progresses there aren’t many treatment options,
 but now there is a high-tech way that doctors are using to help
 patients see better.

April 30, 2013 | Ivanhoe News | "Macular Degeneration:
 Implantable Telescope Improves Vision."  Video about patient
 Jackie Carswell's experiences with the implantable miniature
 telescope used for some patients with end-stage age-related
 macular degeneration.

Web MD’s new Eye tv features
 many of our Eye Center
 physicians. Eye tv is a new,
 ongoing project for WebMD.
 More videos are in the editing
 process now, so stay tuned for
 more great information,
 featuring Eye Center docs!

• Floaters: Jill Wells explains eye floaters.
 • Halos and Glare: Jill Wells explains halos and glare.
 • Eye into your Health : Beau Bruce explains Wilson’s Disease
 and how looking at the back of the eye provides information on
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 whole-body health. 
 • Do I Have Macular Degeneration? Timothy Olsen discusses
 AMD, AREDS2 and living with AMD.
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FROM THE ALUMNI PRESIDENT

Dear Fellow Alumni:
As current president of the Emory Eye Alumni, I am pleased
 to write to you regarding the newly created Geoff Broocker
 Fund for Residency Education. This is a cause that all of us
 should support, even those who completed their training
 prior to Geoff’s arrival in Atlanta.

Emory has a long history of excellence in clinical training in ophthalmology
 dating back to Dr. Calhoun’s tenure. But Geoff’s arrival as a full time
 residency educator based at the Grady Eye Clinic elevated the training
 program to a new level—a level that has been maintained now for more than
 20 years.

We all know how important Grady is to the training program in terms of seeing
 clinical pathology. And Geoff’s presence there has served to take full
 advantage of the wealth of clinical problems and has also improved the
 degree of surgical supervision. There is no question that Geoff Broocker has
 made an indelible impression at Emory and Grady, and this fund is a very
 appropriate way to honor Geoff and simultaneously help the next generation
 of ophthalmologists through their training.

I have always had a somewhat perverse pride that I was the very first resident
 to greet Dr. Broocker at Grand Rounds on Friday, July 1, 1988—his and my
 first day in the residency program. I actually thought he was one of the
 patients because he looked lost! I thought, “Man, this dude has some wacky
 hair and look at how he spells his first and his last name!” Little did I realize
 that day the profound influence he would have on my career and my life.

I know that all of us who trained with Geoff have stories that we love to retell
 and remember. He has touched not only those who trained with him, but the
 entire community of the Eye Center. Let’s all reach out and touch him by
 supporting this worthy endeavor. Make a contribution, no matter the size,
 because our participation is key when the Eye Center solicits funds from
 outside sources. The more of us that participate, the more successful this
 effort will be. I have made my pledge, and I hope you will do so soon!

Wishing everyone a Happy Thanksgiving!

Jack

 Jack Wells, MD (res. ’88-91)
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FROM THE DIRECTOR

Dear Fellow Alum:
I hope you enjoy reading our latest news.
 Here are some highlights:

We have recruited a fantastic group of
 new physicians and scientists (15 in the
 past two years) that bring a new set of
 unique skills and diversity to
 our program.

We’ve had one of our best residency
 matches in years. We matched our top
 picks, and few went elsewhere.

We look forward to both teaching and
 learning from these talented individuals.
 Strong programs at both Grady and the
 VA, along with outstanding leadership in these respective areas, create a
 training experience that is unparalleled. Of course, much of this is due to
 Geoff Broocker (see cover story). When we look at the addition of new faculty
 members to our world-class mid- and senior-level faculty, we see that Emory
 Eye Center is certainly changing . . . very much for the better. Not only are we
 getting very good people on board, we’re getting the right people on board.
 Those with common mission and purpose—truly devoted to academic
 ophthalmology. Most important, we still have a great deal of fun doing what
 we love to do.

Further, our talented faculty continue to amass impressive awards. Among
 those recently presented is the Straasma Award, given to Maria Aaron for her
 consummate leadership of our residency program for the past 11 years. Look
 at our “Faculty” section for additional awards. Please congratulate these fine
 faculty when you see them.

 Our new educational area is really extraordinary! Thanks to the support of
 generous donors, Dean Lawley, and the hard work of many individuals, we
 have a wonderfully interactive and dynamic teaching facility. The auditorium
 used to be packed (capacity, 48). It continues to be packed, but now the
 capacity is 78. We are capable of an additional 50 in the electronic overflow
 area, so please join us for Grand Rounds, any of our numerous named
 lectures, or the SEVR and SEOP meetings.

Currently, our greatest challenge is that we are mandated to grow with very
 little new space. We are poised to begin construction to transform the 1980s
 style rooms and awkward patient flow into a streamlined and efficient system,
 compatible with the healthcare systems of 2010 and beyond. These plans are
 nearly final and we will begin construction in late fall.

Please stay in touch. We appreciate any feedback that you have to offer for the
 program. Please come visit us!
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Timothy W. Olsen, MD 
 F. Phinizy Calhoun Sr. Professor of Ophthalmology 
 Chair of the Department of Ophthalmology 
 Director, Emory Eye Center
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ALUMNI

Class notes
 Maria Aaron (res. ’96-99)
 was presented the Straatsma
 Award and the 2011 ACGME
 Parker J. Palmer "Courage to
 Teach" Award (see Aaron
 awarded) for Excellence in
 Resident Education 2010.

 Maria Aaron upon receiving the
 Straatsma Award in Chicago. On
 right: David Parke II, MD,
 executive vice president of AAO;
 left: Randolph Johnston, MD,
 president of AAO.

 

Christopher Banning (res. ’02-05; cornea fellow ’05-06) shares the news of
 the births of Rowan Christopher Banning (June 5, 2008) and Grady Porter
 Banning (March 3, 2010).

Daniel H. Chang’s (res. ’01-04) second daughter, Abigail Grace Chang, was
 born Sept. 27, 2009.

Robert F. Hand (res. ’55-57) reports that his wife, Pauleen, died Sept. 11,
 2008.

David Harris (cornea fellow ’86-87) was presented the AAO Senior
 Achievement Award in 2009. His daughter, Lauren Harris, begins her
 ophthalmology residency, at the University of Tennessee, Memphis.

Suzanne Hewitt (res. ’00-03; cornea fellow ’03-04) reports that son Ryan
 was 2 years old in September. She and her husband proudly announce their
 new daughter, Lily Michele, born on October 18.

Amy Hutchinson (ophthalmic pathology fellow ’92-93; res. ’93-96) served
 as a visiting professor at Ponce School of Medicine, Ponce, Puerto Rico. While
 there, she gave lectures and presented the induction ceremony address for
 AOA honor medical society.

Phoebe D. Lenhart (’04M; res. ’05-08; pediatric fellow ’08-09) and husband
 Scott, welcomed Liam Dean Lenhart into the world on May 3, 2010.

 Wayne R. Lo (res. ’03-06; retina fellow ’06-08) is now the senior retina
 surgeon with Northwest Permanente in Portland, Ore.

Arthur C. Perry (’73M; res. ’74-77) reports that daughter Paige, 31, has
 returned to San Diego with her husband Andy, an orthopedic surgeon, and
 their two children. Son Phillip, 29, married in July 2010 and lives, teaches
 school and coaches basketball in Austin, Texas. Son Blake, 27, will graduate
 from medical school in May and will be going into ophthalmology. Blake and
 his wife are expecting their first child, a son, in December.
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Brian Sippy receiving his service award

 Brian Sippy (res. ’97-00; pathology
 fellow ’00-01; retina fellow ’01-03)
 was the recipient, at the annual alumni
 reception in Chicago, of the Calhoun
 Medal, in recognition and appreciation
 of his extraordinary service
 and contributions.

R. Doyle Stulting (cornea fellow ’81-
82) serves as president of ASCRS; is on
 the board of directors of the Eye Bank
 Association of America; serves on the
 board of trustees, Georgia Eye Bank; is
 director, Stulting Research Center,
 Woolfson Eye Institute; and serves as an
 adjunct professor of ophthalmology,
 University of Utah.

Steven Urken (’91M; res. ’92-95) has been appointed chief of the
 ophthalmology service at the VA Medical Center in Atlanta.

Robert A. Weiss (oculoplastics fellow ’87-88) was the 2008 keynote speaker
 at the World Conference on Anti-Aging in Monaco. In 2009 he was the
 Rudemann Lecturer at AAO (San Francisco); and in 2010, was the keynote
 speaker at the European Masters of Aesthetic Surgery in Paris, France.
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Michael Iuvone (far left, top row) with His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama, a Presidential
 Distinguished Professor at Emory University, Emory University faculty members and
 Tibetan monks.

Emory-Tibet Science Initiative
Emory Eye Center Research Director Mike Iuvone recently
 took the trip of a lifetime when he accompanied other
 Emory University faculty members to Northern India.

By Joy H. Bell

His destination was Dharamsala, to be
 exact, the home of the Dalai Lama and
 the exiled Tibetan people since 1959.
 Dharamsala, means 'spiritual dwelling'
 or, more loosely, 'sanctuary’ in English.
 As part of the Robert A. Paul Emory-
Tibet Science Initiative (ETSI), Iuvone and
 other educators spent time with Tibetan
 monks in a sublime temple setting. The
 Dalai Lama personally thanked them for
 sharing their knowledge of modern
 science with his selected Tibetan
 monastics.

Along with Iuvone, Emory professors
 Carol Worthman, anthropology; Deiter
 Jaeger, biology; Michael Kuhar, Yerkes
 Primate Center; and Lena Ting, bio-
medical engineering, all lent their
 particular expertise to the monks over a
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 period of 10 days.

“Our focus was to share with the Buddhist monks how to integrate modern
 science into their educational system,” says Iuvone. “It was exciting to be able
 to teach science to those who have very different philosophical approaches to
 life and to the mind.”

ETSI came about as a request of His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama in 1998, when
 he was a Distinguished Presidential Professor in residence at Emory. In fact,
 His Holiness has subsequently pledged $100,000 to the initiative. A
 collaboration of Emory and the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, ETSI
 grew from a shared vision of the Dalai Lama and Emory. The initiative aims to
 bridge the best of modern science education with the wisdom and insights of
 the ancient monastic tradition, through a long-range commitment to foster
 dialogue and exchange of knowledge.

Iuvone and Emory educators provided a series of lectures and other structured
 activities to a select group of monks. “In our teaching, we looked at the parts
 of the brain and the functions and diseases associated with those parts,”
 Iuvone continues. “They were amazing students and possess a tremendous
 capability for remembering and for analysis. We Westerners have to see
 beyond their religion and their philosophy and try to relate, as their basic
 analytical processes differ from ours.”

The 2010 summer excursion was the third such event within ETSI. It included
 approximately 70 monastics from India, Nepal and Bhutan. Six of the monks
 in this year’s program were selected to travel to Emory for a continuation of
 their studies for the current academic year. “Some of them are already
 teaching science in their community,” Iuvone says. “They now have the
 capability to take their knowledge back to their own monasteries and
 integrate the programs there.”

When asked what his favorite part of the trip was, Iuvone quickly replied,
 “Teaching barefoot!” Tibetan culture dictates that shoes be taken off in their
 cultural buildings and temples.
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 Through computerized
 modeling — with
 assistance from

FEATURES

Renovations to Enable Clinic-
Wide Streamlining
After much faculty and staff input and an ongoing
 collaboration with a premier architect of ophthalmology
 practices, the much-anticipated renovations to our 3rd
 floor clinic area began in September.

By Joy H. Bell

This major project follows last year’s extensive renovations to the Learning
 Resources Center, featured in the spring 2010 Alumni Eye. That space is now
 something to be proud of and nicely accommodates the growing number of
 people who attend our events.

In anticipation of these 3rd floor changes,
 EEC employees met in work groups
 throughout the past few months to
 address the challenges that a major
 space renovation presents. This
 presented an opportunity to rethink and
 redesign how we work. We’ve gone to
 the experts—inside and outside of Emory
—who model best practices in their
 clinics and institutions. During the
 informative process, we’ve gained
 perspective and received helpful advice
 from those who have undergone similar
 renovations.

The upcoming renovation, a multi-year,
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 pediatrics, retina, and specialty
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 colleagues at Georgia
 Institute of  Technology
 — we know that once
 the renovation is
 completed, patient wait
 times should decrease
 markedly.

 multi-million dollar project, will
 encompass more than 33,000 square
 feet. It will improve almost every inch of
 the clinical space in our main campus
 space, The Emory Clinic, Building B.

The changes will involve some sections
 remaining on the 3rd floor, other
 sections moving to the 4th floor, and will
 ultimately involve changes on floors 3, 4
 and 5. In the end, patient check-in, flow
 through the sections, configuration of
 waiting areas, physician work areas, tech areas, imaging and more will be
 dramatically improved in our 3rd floor space.

The “new” 3rd floor will house comprehensive
 (including contact lens), retina, cornea, and
 oncology. Before the entire process is complete,
 neuro-ophthalmology and glaucoma will move to
 the 4th floor, joining oculoplastics, and pediatrics
 will move to the 5th.

“Our mission throughout the upcoming renovations
 is to do everything we can to create a positive

 experience for our patients,” says Andy Garrard, administrator. That positive
 experience will involve having good signage, staff greeters, newsletters and
 website information, updated often.

 Following renovations, we will be able to serve patients with more modern
 exam rooms, updated, comfortable and plentiful waiting areas—no more
 waiting in our hallways—and a process that is more streamlined from check-
in to check-out.

 

An Architect With An Eye for Ophthalmology

Paul Katz, founder of the Medical Planning
 Associates of Minnesota, is an architect
 dedicated to creating beautiful, streamlined,
 spaces for ophthalmology practices around the
 world. Katz and his team design with an eye to
 maximizing existing square footage and a deep

 understanding of the unique space needs of ophthalmology practices. 

 “We’ve worked rigorously with the Eye Center to ensure this design suits
 everyone’s needs,” says Katz. “We’re using visual and architectural
 techniques to open up the existing space and make the experience more
 comfortable and visually pleasing for everyone—the patients, staff
 and doctors.”
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Maria M. Aaron receives
 Straatsma Award
Maria M. Aaron (res. '96-99) has won a
 significant award for her leadership in our
 residency program. The prestigious
 Straatsma Award for Excellence in
 Resident Education, was dually conferred
 by the presidents of AAO and AUPO.

"Dr. Aaron's dedication to the principles
 and significance of residency education
 and her accomplishments in that field are
 truly worthy of this award, cite Susan H.
 Day, president of AUPO, and Randolph L. Johnston, president of AAO.

"Maria Aaron has truly earned this award. She has spent the past decade
 devoted to the rigorous task of leading the residency training program. The
 Straatsma Award represents the highest distinction for ophthalmology
 program directors in the nation, says Timothy Olsen. "This is truly a
 tremendous honor for her. "

The Straatsma Award was established through AAO, AUPO and private funds.
 The award honors the achievements of Bradley R. Straatsma, former chairman
 of the Department of Ophthalmology at UCLA and former director of the Jules
 Stein Eye Institute in Los Angeles. The purpose of the award is to recognize
 the critical role of the program director and to celebrate his or her
 contributions. The award was presented at the October AAO annual meeting
 in Chicago.

Aaron served as the Eye Center's
 residency program director from 1999 to
 2010, during which time she trained and
 mentored more than 70 residents and 30
 medical students. She is actively involved
 in Graduate Medical Education (GME) at
 Emory University and serves on the GME
 Documents Review Committee, which
 provides oversight for all program
 accreditation at Emory. She has chaired
 an ad hoc Grievance Committee,
 unrelated to ophthalmology, and has
 recently been asked to chair the
 Citations Committee for the Institutional
 Internal Review.

She is a sought-after speaker, particularly for residency program director
 sessions on a variety of GME topics. During her tenure as EEC's residency
 program director, the ophthalmology residency program at Emory received
 two successive five-year accredited reviews by the ACGME.
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Jeffrey Boatright in his research lab.

Boatright elected president of ARVO
Researcher Jeffrey Boatright was voted president of the
 Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology
 (ARVO).

“Jeff Boatright is a terrific choice for
 president of ARVO, the most prestigious
 vision research organization in the
 world,” says Timothy Olsen.

“Jeff’s extraordinary service is well
 recognized with his selection as
 president. All of us at the Emory Eye
 Center are very proud of his recognition
 and look forward to his positive
 influence on the organization!”

 At Emory Eye Center, Boatright uses
 molecular and cellular biology
 techniques to study DNA repair
 mechanisms with the goal of using them to repair genomic DNA mutations
 that lead to blindness.

He also uses in-vivo pharmacological approaches to explore the effects of
 hydrophilic bile acids and other atypical compounds on animal models of
 retinal degeneration and glaucoma.

This work is funded by the Foundation Fighting Blindness, an unrestricted
 grant from Research to Prevent Blindness (RPB), the Katz Foundation, and the
 National Eye Institute (NEI) of the National Institute for Health (NIH).
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Henry Edelhauser served as the Sylvia Montag Ferst and Frank W. Ferst Endowed
 Research Professor from 1989 to 2009

Edelhauser named the Charles D. Kelman
 Innovator's Lecturer
Research professor Henry F. Edelhauser was named the
 Charles D. Kelman Innovator’s Lecturer for the national
 meeting of the ASCRS meeting in April. This most recent
 award adds to the long list of professional honors
 Edelhauser has received.

The ASCRS lectureship honors the work
 of individuals whose creativity has
 benefited ophthalmologists and their
 patients. Charles D. Kelman presented
 the first lecture in 1985; and in 2003 the
 lecture was renamed for him, in
 recognition of the late physician’s
 ongoing contribution to anterior
 segment surgery: the invention of
 phacoemulsification.

The lecture was presented during a
 special session at the annual ASCRS
 Symposium on Cataract, IOL and
 Refractive Surgery. Dr. Edelhauser’s
 lecture was titled “Evolution of Surgical Pharmacology: Reviewing the Past and
 Looking to the Future.”

Timothy Olsen acknowledges with pride this most recent achievement of
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 Edelhauser. “The highly prestigious Kelman Innovator’s award,” he says,
 “represents one of the highest distinctions at the ASCRS meeting in
 recognition of translational and applied research.”

As Emory Eye Center’s former director of research—internationally known for
 his work in corneal physiology—Edelhauser served as the Sylvia Montag Ferst
 and Frank W. Ferst Endowed Research Professor from 1989 to 2009. His
 additional research interests include surgical pharmacology, drug delivery,
 and ocular toxicology.

Major highlights of Edelhauser’s career:

• President, Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (ARVO)

• Honor and Senior Achievement awards, AAO

• Castroveijo Medal

• Alcon Research Award

• Proctor Medal Award, the highest honor presented by ARVO

• R. Townley Paton M.D. Award from the Eye Bank Association of America

 • Inaugural recipient of the Gold Fellow Award in ARVO, the organization’s
 highest distinction

Edelhauser has published more than 300 papers. He has received continuous
 funding from the NIH for more than 41 years, and during his two decades at
 Emory he has garnered more than $24 million in grant funding. Holding
 memberships in a dozen professional organizations, he has served as advisor
 to more than 50 graduate or post-doctoral students.
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Timothy W. Olsen (retina fellow '94-06)

FACULTY

Olsen Receives the 2010 Macula Society
 Young Investigator Award
Timothy W. Olsen (retina fellow ’94-
96) received the 2010 Macula Society
 Young Investigator Award at the 33rd
 annual meeting in late February.

Founded in 1977, the prestigious Macula
 Society is a forum for new research in
 retinal vascular and macular diseases
 (the macula is the center of the retina,
 responsible for the sharp, central vision
 we need for reading, driving,
 recognizing faces, and seeing fine
 detail).

The Young Investigator Award (formerly
 the Richard and Hinda Rosenthal Award)
 is presented “to that individual or group
 of individuals under 50 years of age
 whose work gives promise of notable advance in the clinical treatment of
 disorders of the eye.” As the award recipient, Olsen presented the keynote
 lecture: “The Role of Mitochondria in the Aging Macula.”

The award was presented by Jennifer Lim, professor of ophthalmology and
 director of the Retina Service at the Eye and Ear Infirmary, University of
 Illinois. “Dr. Olsen’s research work on proteomics of AMD hold great promise
 in the future management and treatment of AMD," she says. “He is already a
 respected scholar in the field, a funded researcher, a recognized educator and
 also an excellent clinician. It was my pleasure to present him this award at the
 recent Macula Society meeting.”
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 Emory Eye Center
 ranked among the Top
 Ten slots with other
 distinguished U.S.
 academic eye
 institutions in the 2010
 survey of
 ophthalmology
 programs conducted by
 Ophthalmology Times.

 In the October 15 issue,
 we placed in the “Best
 Residency Program”
 (#9) and in “Best
 Clinical Program”
 (#10) categories.

FACULTY

Of Note, Awards & Rankings
Lindreth Dubois (’94 MMSc), senior associate faculty member is the recipient
 of the AAO’s Secretariat Award. The career recognition award acknowledges
 special contributions to the Academy and to ophthalmology. Dubois was
 selected for her outstanding contributions as writer and editor for the recently
 updated 55-minute educational DVD titled "Fundamentals of Ophthalmic
 Medical Assisting.”

 Hans Grossniklaus was tapped as one
 of the eight 2010-2011 Distinguished
 Teaching Scholars at Emory University,
 the only School of Medicine designee.

 Amy Hutchinson (ophthalmic
 pathology fellow ’92-93; res. ’93-96)
 served as a visiting professor [see
 Outreach ] at Ponce School of Medicine,
 Ponce, Puerto Rico. While there, she gave
 lectures and presented the induction
 ceremony address for AOA honor
 medical society.

 John Kim, 2010 AAO Achievement
 Award.

 Scott Lambert, 2010 AAO Senior
 Achievement Award.

 Timothy Olsen presented The Alice
 McPherson Lecture at the Extraordinary
 Ophthalmology National Conference:
 "The Suprachoroidal Drug Delivery Route:
 Where will it take us?" Sept. 10, 2010, in
 Madison, Wisc.; The A. Raymond
 Pilkerton Lecture: "Ophthalmic Drug
 Delivery: What Does the Future Hold?"
 Oct. 2, 2010, in Washington, D.C. He was
 was also appointed to The Emory Clinic
 Board of Directors, and named an ARVO
 Fellow (Silver) for decades of service to
 the organization.

Associate Professor J. Bradley
 Randleman (res. ’99-02; cornea
 fellow ’04) has been chosen the first
 winner of the American Society of
 Cataract and Refractive Surgery (ASCRS)
 Foundation’s Binkhorst Young
 Ophthalmologist Award. The award
 provides the means for an outstanding
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 Additionally, in July
 2010, Emory placed
 alongside other top eye
 institutions in the #14
 spot of U.S. News
 & World Report’s
 annual survey.
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 young ophthalmologist to travel to the
 ASCRS Annual Meeting and present a
 paper in memory of ophthalmologist
 Cornelius Binkhorst.

Michael Ward, (’99 MMSc) is on the
 board of directors of the Contact Lens
 Society of America and is positioned on
 the Education and Fellow committees.
 Additionally, he was awarded the
 prestigious Beverly Myers Achievement
 Award for Outstanding Contributions in
 Ophthalmic Optics, bestowed upon
 persons who have made meritorious
 contributions or who have rendered
 outstanding services to the field of
 ophthalmic optics. It was conferred by
 the National Academy of Opticianry.

 Jill Razor Wells (ophthalmic
 pathology/oncology ’11) has received
 the Nell W. and William S. Elkin Cancer
 Research Fellowship ($35K grant).
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L to R: Carina Fenandez Golarz, president of the Beta Chapter of Puerto Rico of AOA in
 2009; one unidentified student; Ivan Iriarte, professor of Public Health and of Family
 Medicine at the Ponce School of Medicine and the Councilor of the Beta Chapter of
 Puerto Rico; and Amy Hutchinson, opening her gifts.

Outreach
Amy Hutchinson (Ophthalmic Pathology fellow ’92-93; res. ’93-96) served
 as a visiting professor at Ponce School of Medicine, Ponce, Puerto Rico in
 April. While there, she gave lectures and presented the induction ceremony
 address for AOA honor medical society.
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Purnima Patel, MD

Steven Yeh, MD
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New faculty
Purnima Patel, MD (res. ’06-09), has
 joined the VAMC on a full-time basis. As
 such, she will be affiliated with Emory Eye
 Center. She joins Steven Urken (’91M; res.
 ’92-95) who serves as chief of the
 ophthalmology service.

Steven Yeh, MD joined the retina service in
 September. Originally from Houston, Yeh
 attended medical school at the Baylor
 College of Medicine and completed his
 internship and ophthalmology residency at
 the Cullen Eye Institute, Baylor College of
 Medicine Affiliated Hospitals system,
 where he served as chief resident. He
 completed a clinical and research fellowship in Uveitis, Ocular Immunology
 and Medical Retina at the National Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health.

Most recently, Yeh completed his
 Vitreoretinal Diseases and Surgery
 fellowship at the Casey Eye Institute,
 Oregon Health and Science University and
 the Devers Eye Institute, Legacy Good
 Samaritan Hospital. During fellowship, he
 acquired advanced medical and surgical
 retina training in macular diseases,
 pediatric retinal disorders, ocular tumors,
 uveitis, retinal degenerations, retinal
 detachment repair, and ocular trauma.

Yeh has published more than 70 peer-
reviewed publications and abstracts, many
 of which have been presented at the
 premier ophthalmology conferences and meetings. He received recognition as
 a Heed Ophthalmic Foundation Fellow and was presented the Ronald G.
 Michels Fellowship award.

His clinical areas of expertise include advanced diagnostics for the
 management of infectious and noninfectious uveitis, local and systemic
 immunosuppression for uveitis, age-related macular degeneration, diabetic
 retinopathy, and retinal detachment surgery. Yeh will see patients at Emory
 Eye Center’s main campus and at The Emory Clinic Perimeter.
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Maria Woodward, Phoebe Lenhart and Maria Aaron

FACULTY

Departures
Emory Eye Center wishes
 the best to our departing
 faculty: retina specialist
 Sunil Srivastava (res.
 ’99-02; ’07G) , who
 joined Cole Eye Institute
 at the Cleveland Clinic;
 retina specialist Bryan
 Schwent (res. ’04-07;
 retina fellow ’07-09)
 who joined a private
 practice in Springfield,
 Mo.; and cornea specialist Maria Woodward (res. ’05-08) who joined the
 Kellogg Eye Center at the University of Michigan.
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FACULTY

2010-11 Fellows
Cornea

Yuri McKee, MD
 Undergraduate School:Moorhead State University
 Graduate School: University of North Dakota
 Medical School: Loma Linda University
 Ophthalmology Residency: LSU

Rupa Shah, MD
 Undergraduate School: Case Western Reserve University 
 Medical School: Northeastern Ohio University
 Ophthalmology Residency: George Washington University

Glaucoma

Bonnie Germain, MD
Undergraduate School: Emory University
 Medical School: Emory University
 Ophthalmology Residency: Emory University

Lawrence Tenkman, MD
Undergraduate School: Xavier University
 Medical School: Ohio State University
 Ophthalmology Residency: University of Cincinnati

Neuro-Ophthalmology

Aimee Szewka, MD
Undergraduate School: Notre Dame
 Medical School: Indiana University School of Medicine
 Internship in Internal Medicine: Rush University
 Neurology Residency: Rush University

Daniela Toffoli, MD
Undergraduate & Medical School: McGill University, Montreal
 Ophthalmology Residency: University of Montreal, Quebec
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Oculoplastics

Hee Joon Kim, MD
 Undergraduate School: University of St. Thomas
 Medical School: University of Texas, Houston
 Ophthalmology Residency: University of Texas, Houston

 Ophthalmic Pathology/Oncology

Jill Wells, MD
Medical School: Medical College of Georgia
 Internship: Carraway Methodist Medical Center, Birmingham
 Ophthalmology Residency: University of Alabama

Pediatric Ophthalmology

Natario Couser, MD
Undergraduate School: University of Virginia
 Medical School: MCV/VCU School of Medicine
 Ophthalmology Residency: Howard University

Retina

John Payne, MD
Undergraduate School: Clemson University
 Medical School: Medical University of South Carolina
 Ophthalmology Residency: Emory University

Hassan Rahman, MD
Undergraduate School: Northwestern University
 Medical School: Baylor College of Medicine
 Ophthalmology Residency: Baylor College of Medicine

Leon Charkoudian, MD
Undergraduate School: Cornell University
 Medical School: Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
 Internship: Albert Einstein Medical Center
 Ophtlalmology Residency: Scheie Eye Institute, Philadelphia
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Robin Ray, MD
Undergraduate School: University of Miami
 Medical School: Duke University
 Internship: University of Texas Health Science Center
 Opthalmology Residency: Baylor College of Medicine
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FACULTY

First-Year Residents
7/01/2010 – 6/30/2013

Matthew Emanuel, MD
 Undergraduate School: University of California, Los Angeles
 Medical School: Vanderbilt University

Lawson Grumbine, MD
 Undergraduate School: Washington and Lee University 
 Medical School: Jefferson Medical College

Neal Palejwala, MD
 Undergraduate School: Pennsylvania State University
 Medical School: Jefferson Medical College

David Risner, MD
 Undergraduate School: Wake Forest University
 Medical School: Indiana University

Gagan Sawhney, MD
 Undergraduate School: University of Pennsylvania
 Medical School: Emory University

Paul Walia, MD
 Undergraduate School: University of Florida
 Medical School: University of South Florida
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NEWS

Scott Lambert with Infant Aphakia Treatment Study (IATS) patient

National Study on Children with Cataract
 Removal
Using a contact lens or an IOL for vision correction results in similar visual
 acuities according to one-year outcomes released in late spring, the IATS
 (Infant Aphakia Treatment Study), led by Emory University researchers.

Results showed that young children with a congenital condition causing a
 cataract in the eye can be treated successfully with either a contact lens or in
 intraocular lens (IOL).

The study was designed to determine which treatment for aphakia (absence of
 the eye’s natural lens) is better for infants between the ages of four weeks to
 seven months, born with a cataract (congenital) in one eye. The study’s
 findings were reported in the May 10, 2010, issue of the Archives of
 Ophthalmology.

The treatments under study used a contact lens or surgically placing a plastic
 (acrylic) lens in the baby's eye after removing the cataract.

Results show that there is not a difference in visual acuity in children, whether
 the child is fitted with a contact lens or given an IOL immediately following
 cataract removal.

However, there was nearly a three-fold higher rate of complications during
 surgery and five-fold higher rate of additional surgeries in the children
 treated with an IOL compared to the children treated with contact lenses.

The purpose of the clinical trial was to determine if the higher rate of
 complications with intraocular lenses is offset by improved visual outcome
 and decreased parenting stress. Pediatric ophthalmologist Scott Lambert was
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 national study leader.
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NEWS

Expanded Services at Perimeter Clinic
In a move to provide increased services
 and convenience for patients on the
 north side of Atlanta, Emory Eye Center
 now offers retina clinics at its Perimeter
 location on Johnson Ferry Road.

While The Emory Clinic at Perimeter has
 offered refractive surgery (Emory Vision)
 for several years—and cornea clinics
 more recently— its growing services
 now include Retina care for those living
 in the north metro area.

Emory Eye Center’s recent addition of
 Retina physician Steven Yeh (see New
 Faculty ), will enable our increased
 services on Johnson Ferry Road.
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Fran Davis

NEWS

New Model for Grants Management
The department is happy to welcome Fran
 Davis, associate director of Grants &
 Contracts, who joined the department
 in June.

Having served at Emory University for 16
 years, she brings a wealth of skills, insight
 and needed expertise to the job.

She mostly recently worked at the School of
 Medicine, where she was a senior research
 financial analyst. She has helped our
 department since last February, when her
 predecessor in the job went on leave. Her
 valuable help and steady hand have
 guided our efforts in the research realm for several months.

“Her consummate skills brings this job to a new, higher level,” says
 Timothy Olsen.

She looks forward to working with the Eye Center on a full-time basis and
 says, “This is a real challenge and a huge responsibility. However, my
 background in grants management combined with my level of expertise in the
 field should help all the vital work of the department continue to flow.”
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 Hans E. Grossniklaus microdissecting metastic ocular melanoma cells using new
 Arcturus Laser Capture system recently purchased for researchers.

RPB funds awarded for continued research
A one-year departmental grant for $100,000 from Research
 to Prevent Blindness (RPB) will help support research into
 the causes, treatment and prevention of blinding diseases.

Emory Eye Center has received a one-year
 departmental grant for $100,000 from
 Research to Prevent Blindness (RPB).

The grant will help support research into
 the causes, treatment and prevention of
 blinding diseases. To date, RPB has
 awarded grants of more than $3 million
 to Emory for eye research.

“Research to Prevent Blindness is a
 fantastic organization, dedicated to
 supporting research at all levels," says
 Timothy Olsen.

“The unrestricted departmental grants
 allow us to do many things and include pilot phase projects for young
 innovative researchers faculty ideas. Many of these small projects turn into
 big projects with an even bigger impact. Such projects would not get off the
 ground if it weren’t for RPB funding. We are tremendously grateful to RPB for
 helping us fulfill our research mission.”
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